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NEWS

METS' JEFFERIES CRIES FOUL: 'PEOPLE
THINK I'M A BABY'
By New York Daily News
South Florida Sun-Sentinel • May 25, 1991 at 12:00 am

NEW YORK -- Hours after issuing a statement in defense of his

character, work ethic and team commitment on WFAN Radio

Friday, Gregg Jefferies admitted his relationship with certain New

York Mets' teammates and the fans is now "as bad as it was my first

year and can't get any worse."

Jefferies -- out of the starting lineup Friday night because of the flu -

- was especially upset by the fans' booing Wednesday, which he

believes is the fallout from attacks upon his character from various

teammates.

"You've got guys in here I thought really liked me and the next day I

read some of the things they had to say. I'm not taking it anymore,"

he said. "I understand criticism is part of the game and I accept it.

But I get three hits (Tuesday night) and the next night I'm still

getting booed. Why? Because of the things players are saying about

me? I think I'm getting booed for the wrong reasons, because people

think I'm a baby."

Asked if his clubhouse situation was salvageable, Jefferies said, "It

can't get any worse. I really don't want to leave New York, but it's

like hell in here."

"We had a meeting before the game so feelings could be expressed,"

pitcher David Cone said. "It was heated at times, but Gregg had his

say and some people were able to talk to him. We have to stop all

this back-stabbing."

Jefferies' statement was intended to address what he feels is a public

perception of him as a complainer, a baby, a clubhouse problem and

a lazy defensive player. The last straw was a Bill Gallo cartoon in

the New York Daily News in which Jefferies was likened to an

infant.

"What have I ever done to be characterized as a baby?" he fumed.

"OK, I throw my helmet sometimes. But everyone does that."
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